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David Hume observed in "Of the First Principles of Government,"
"Nothing is more surprising to those who consider human affairs with a
philosophical eye than to see the easiness with which the many are governed
by the few." Hilda Sabato cites Hume's 1758 assertion as an opening state
ment meant to summarize her main idea in writing La politica en las calles:
Entre el voto y la movilizaci6n, 1862-1880. Taken literally, however, his com
ment is misleading as to the content of Sabato's book because it tends to ob
scure a fundamental aspect that she tries to capture and analyze. As Sabato
shows, the coalescing of a ruling elite in Argentina did not happen sponta
neously but as the painful result of sustained and purposeful action. Nor
was it a peaceful development. The definition of the modes of articulation
of power relations was a highly contested process involving many different
actors, projects, and agendas. 1

Hume's assertion is relevant nonetheless in illustrating the core issue
that the three works under review here try to address, although this issue
is only implicit in Hume's comment. His statement raises indirectly a ques
tion prior to the issue of whether the many accept being ruled by the few:
why was this situation so surprising to Hume, and how did it come to seen1

1. Compare Florencia Mallon, "Introduction," Latin American Perspectives 13, no. 1
(1986):1-18.
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surprising at all? Hume's surprise revealed the profound cultural change
that had completely altered Western l1lodes of conceiving of political power
by the eighteenth century. The fact that a few nlen ruled over the rest had
ceased to appear to be a natural thing (or God's dictum). A new authority
had emerged: popular sovereignty. This conceptual nlutation in turn ac
cOlnpanied fundanlental displacelnents in the nl0des of conducting politics.
As 11lany recent studies have recognized, the genesis of the notion of popu
lar sovereignty \vas intinlately associated with the enlergence of several in
stitutions that served as fornlal and informal means of social organization,
thus constituting what was vaguely defined as "public opinion."

The three works under review here demonstrate that Latin Ameri
cans were not strangers to these transforlnations. These diverse works con
verge in analyzing the emergence in the region of so-called modern forms
of social organization and the ways in which they helped broad sectors of
society in exercising political influence, even groups that did not enjoy po
litical rights. As the authors demonstrate, these organizations as a whole
gave rise in Latin America to an incipient "public sphere" that effectively
conditioned the action of those in power, thus determining specific political
behaviors and attitudes.

Public Spaces and Their Contradictions

In fact, the three books differ greatly. Los espacios ptiblicos en Ibero
anuirica: An1bigiiedades y problen1s, siglos XVIII-XIX brings together fourteen
different essays on diverse regions, situations, and phenomena. Yet all the
contributions expand the same line of inquiry designed by Fran<;ois-Xavier
Guerra in his classic, Modernidad e independencias.2 They show how the effort
to look at the crisis of independence from the vantage point of the consti
tution of a modern public sphere in the region is shedding new light on vari
ous aspects overlooked by traditional approaches. First, analysis of the emer
gence of new forms of sociability reveals the ties linking the pro-independence
movements in the colonies with a number of social, political, and cultural
transformations that were taking place simultaneously in Spain and Portugal.
This approach allows students to perceive the revolutionary movement as
a single unified process that encompassed and altered the entire Iberian
world. Second, this perspective reveals the profound historical rupture pro
duced in that world in political practices and ways of linking the rulers and
the ruled. Finally, it allows better understanding of the dislocations in the
modes of conceiving the social body and how the transition to "modernity"
resulted in the redefining of the fundamental political categories of repre
sentation, legitimacy, public opinion, sovereignty, and "the people."

2. Guerra, Modcnridad C il1dc]JCl1dcl1cias: El1~ayos sobrc [as rcvoluciol1CS hispal1icas (Madrid:
MAPFRE, 1993).
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Guerra synthesizes the nature of the social, political, and cultural trans
formations defining this transition. To the "modern" (currently familiar) idea
of the people as a unified and abstract entity he opposes a specific notion of
"peoples" organized around plural systems of authority lodged in society
itself, peaking with the lTIonarch. As Guerra observes, the raising of the new
"abstract conception" of the people was a by-product of the constitution of
modern anlbits of sociability, particularly new lTIeanS of producing and dif
fusing ideas.

Many of the essays compiled in Los espacios pliblicos en IberOal1ll!rica
underline the central role of the new "technology of the word"-the spread
of journalism-in the formation of a "modern public sphere." This develop
ment was somehow paradoxical. Far from responding to a democratic im
pulse, the first gacetas incarnated colonial authorities' attempts to keep under
their aegis the diffusion of ideas and news hitherto circulated through more
informal and uncontrollable means like manuscript lampoons, rumors, and
anonymous libel that bloomed during the crisis of the imperial system. In
this fashion, however, they gave form to a new space for publicity, decisively
undermining the principles on which the old regime rested. Even though
the gacetas in principle merely continued the monarchical tradition of
"informing" the population of the monarch's decision (crystallized in the
bandos and their trumpeters), they thereby opened to public debate new areas
and topics. In doing so, the gacetas paved the way for the idea of the pos
sible "checking" of governmental action by society.

This phenomenon was not exclusive to Latin America. It actually
began and reached its peak in Spain. Contributor Richard Hocquelet shows
how the fall of the monarch and the disintegration and fragmentation of the
powers governing on his behalf, as manifested in the proliferation of juntas
provinciales, pushed these powers to look for a new source of legitimacy in
the will of subjects who had raised arms against the foreign occupant and
therefore could no longer be ignored. At that point, official proclamations
changed in tone, shifting their manner of addressing their public according
to the kind of message they were trying to instill. Thus official proclamations
in Spain created a sphere of opinion other than the official one. The new un
derground currents linking the Iberian world and unifying revolutionary
efforts in the two continents began to take shape.

The extent of the novelties introduced by this new means of com
munication should not be exaggerated, however. As Renan Silva points out
in his contribution to Los espacios publicos, the constitution of public opinion
was determined less by the appearance of journalism than by the crisis of
power created by the French occupation of Spain, which profoundly altered
the conditions of diffusion and the role of these media. As Celine Desrame
shows regarding Chile, their influence was actually less marked than the
other authors suggest. In fact, manuscripts and oral messages continued to
be the most widespread forms of communication in Latin America until at
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least the middle of the nineteenth century. They were intrinsically lTIOre
den10cratic and less hierarchical than printed periodicals in both their n1a
terial forms of production and their n10des of interacting with their public.

Desran1e's objection leads to another issue that forn1s the core of the
interpretive lTIodel underlying these works, one that partly contradicts her
view. According to the approach used in the studies in Los espacios pliblicos,
the problen1s and lilTIitations in the articulation in the region of a modern
public sphere had less to do with the nature of the new organs of expres
sion than with uneven developments in the conceptual and institutional
frameworks in which such practice took place. This is the second major theme
orienting this collection of studies. As they show, the juxtaposition of "tradi
tional" and "lTIodern" elements in the public sphere determined the hybrid
character of Iberian modernity and generated various idiosyncratic phenom
ena. This hybrid character can be traced to the ambiguities in defining the
already mentioned basic political categories (representation, legitimacy, and
the rest). A lTIajor contribution of Los espacios pLiblicos en Iberoanl£?rica lies in
its analysis of how the meaning of these categories twisted according to the
different contexts in which they appeared.

As Guerra remarks, even after independence, effective power still
resided in the plural "pueblos," defining the new nations as "concrete" and
heterogeneous political and social spaces that were hierarchically organized
and held together by conventional relationships of reciprocity. Certainly,
the revolutions of independence generated a new demand for constituting
centralized powers. In actuality, they accentuated the tendency toward frag
mentation, preventing the emergence of an individualistic social concept
and a monistic perspective of power understood as the exclusive deposi
tary of legislative authority. As a consequence, the political bonds remained
scattered among a plurality of instances of government, constituting a com
plex web of potestades (authorities). In this milieu, the idea of public opin
ion would refer to the "reputation" that a given leader enjoyed, the prestige
that allowed the individual to "represent" the community and serve as the
nexus with the other bodies that together formed the nation.

The hybridism of the public sphere and the persistence of corporate
forms of social organization and collective (holistic) ties of subordination
yielded major political consequences. The contributors to Los espacios pliblicos
agree that the infeasibility of affirming a modern public sphere translated
into a unanimist concept of political power, which precluded seeing differ
ences of opinion as legitimate. Veronique Hebrard and Georges Lomne an
alyze this line of thinking in the discourse of Simon Bolivar. It reveals that
the new revolutionary power claimed to express not the people's will but
their "collective reason." The result was the inversion of the notion of "rep
resentation." Following the monarchical tradition, it was not the people who
were represented in institutions but the power that represented itself before
society through the symbols that made its authority manifest. But the una-
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nimist concept of power could not be imposed without contradictions. For
Lon1ne, the rebellion against Bolivar revealed the presence of n1utually an
tagonistic "publics." And their opposition had a material basis. As Carole
Leal Curiel shows, the affirmation of modern forms of sociability systemati
cally frustrated the unanimist vocation of those in power.

Genevieve Verdo reaches a similar conclusion after analyzing the judi
cial records of a case tried in Mendoza, Argentina. The accused, sued for
having laughed during a mass when the priest in charge pretended to con
secrate the Portefia junta, based their defense in court on the very principles
established by the new power. They did so by affirming, in opposition to
the unanimist tendencies emanating from the central authorities (in this case,
in alliance with the local church), the rights they had recently acquired as
individuals. In this fashion, opposing notions of "public" and "public opinion"
converged and juxtaposed, resulting in the ambiguities and conceptual con
fusion that the contributors to this work find in their sources. Analyzing
political journalism in Brazil in the 1820s, Marco Morel reveals the oscilla
tions among three antagonistic notions of public opinion. In contradiction
to the older (typically old-regime) idea of public opinion as "reputation"
and the newer notion of it (with absolutist roots) as "collective reason," a
definitively modern concept began to take shape: the idea of public opinion
as the expression of "the will of the majority."

In sum, the emphasis in this approach on the irreversible character
of the sociopolitical transformations does not prevent the contributors to
Los espacios pilblicos from observing the presence of important continuities
between the ideas and institutions resulting from independence and their
colonial antecedents. This perspective permits describing the transition to
modernity as a complex and contradictory process of coordinated transfor
mations unfolding in diverse cultural, political, and social arenas.

Yet the heuristic framework of this approach, based as it is on binary
logic, raises some conceptual questions. They pertain not to the core of the
arguments propounded but to some of its problematic possible derivations.
The opposition between tradition and modernity seems perfectly suitable
as a categorical framework for describing phenomena associated with the
crisis of independence. A restrained approach to that time period (only mar
ginally abandoned, as in some references to Francisco Franco and the Latin
American dictatorships of the twentieth century) renders unnecessary the
problematizating of a theoretical grid that only subsequently revealed its
inherent limitations. But when extrapolated and applied as a conceptual
framework to interpret the contradictions caused by the affirmation of lib
eral regimes in nineteenth-century Latin America, this approach results in
simplistic perspectives. Viewed from such a binary grid, every political sys
tem or mode of thinking that departed from the assumed "ideal type" of
liberalism necessarily appears to be the expression of "traditionalist encrus
tations." Ultimately, the implicit teleological historical model makes the idea
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of antagonism as referring to contradictions inherent in all political forma
tions unthinkable. Within this conceptual framework, the presence of "am
biguities and problems" must be interpreted as resulting from the accidental
juxtaposition of elements that, when considered frotTI a logical-historical
perspective, corresponded to two different historical eras. Certainly, this
teleological view prevents a more complex perception of those developments
resulting from the progressive disintegration of the new national states. The
strongest point of this approach-the comprehension of the revolutionary
event as a single process of transformations encompassing the entire Iberian
world-would thus become its major shortcoming, obscuring the peculiar
ities of the newIy created Latin American nations that (unlike the Iberian
ones) had a postrevolutionary character.

Jorge Myers raises precisely this point in analyzing the discourse of
the regime of Juan Manuel Rosas in Argentina (1829-1852). Departing from
the traditional perspectives of Rosismo as a kind of resurrection of a pre
modern (traditional) ideal of government, Myers's study details the com
plex amalgamation of conceptual resources on which Rosas's discourse was
based as constituting a peculiar ideological formation, one that resists being
reduced to the binary opposition between modernity and tradition.

Republicanis111 and Teleologisln

Orden y virtud: El discurso republicano en el regilnen rosista is actually
an anthology preceded by a long introduction by Myers. The volume recov
ers valuable materials (official or pro-government documents of various
kinds, journal articles, decrees, public speeches, and parliamentary debates),
which were obscured by the brilliance of the anti-Rosas propaganda of the
Generaci6n del '37 and remained forgotten. The book is divided into three
sections. The first offers an overview of the juridical-institutional context in
which political debate in general and journalism in particular developed
under the Rosas regime. The second part, "Publicistas del rosismo," is the
most substantive, featuring excerpts from the key texts in which the most
prominent intellectual figures endorsing the Rosas regime defined the
basic tenets of its "official ideology." The third part expands on the same
subject, presenting the material more systematically in subsections that
deal with a single topic. This part condenses the fundamental motifs that
constituted the Rosista discourse, as defined in Myers's introduction.

Taken as a whole, this material provides a key to understanding the
kind of discourse formation that accompanied the first successful attempt
to affirm a unified center of power in the Rio de la Plata. As Myers shows
in his introduction, this endeavor necessarily entailed an outcome normally
ignored in traditional perspectives: the development of mechanisms for
ideologically legitimizing the given political order in an incipient public
sphere that had emerged after the revolution and required many years to
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be eliminated by the Rosas regime. Thus by tracing the regime back to its
origins in a modern public sphere, Myers completely redefines the terms of
the debate over its nature, avoiding the traps of Rosista rhetoric. As he shows,
the references by the Rosista ideologists to "the Colony" as an ideal of har
mony revealed a clear awareness of the profound historical rupture created
by the revolution of independence and the irreversible nature of the changes
it had introduced. In fact, the Rosistas considered themselves the legitimate
heirs of this revolution.

It should be pointed out that Myers's objective is not a global revi
sion of assessments of the Rosas regime but elucidation of the conditions
for the emergence of a distinct Rosista discourse. Such a definition of his
subject matter limits Myers's sources to a short period, about 1829 to 1838.
According to Myers, this was the time when a Rosista ideology took form.
After 1838, when all opposition was silenced, the constellation of ideas sur
rounding the official discourse, formerly part of a substantive debate, declined
and became a set of empty formulae in the official protocol. Before 1829,
Myers finds, Rosas's rhetoric was not strictly "Rosista." It actually sprang
from the conceptual universe of Bernardino Rivadavia, leader and ideolo
gist of the Unitarian party. How this universe was skewed to serve eventu
ally as the ideological basis of an increasingly authoritarian regime forms
the core of Myers's analysis.

Thus it can be seen that Myers's focus in Orden y virtud is not really
the emergence of the Rosas regime but the kind of ideology that accompanied
that process. As Myers points out, although historical processes and dis
courses are intimately intertwined and events always occur and remain
trapped in a "cell of signifiers," it is clear that discourses do not exhaust his
torical processes. Nevertheless, elements of Myers's findings make inevitable
the revision of some traditional perspectives of the nature and characteris
tics of the Rosas regime in general. More immediately, Myers's approach
entails doing away with the simplistic view of Rosista ideology as a unified
whole, whose features were completely defined from its origins and were
the exact opposite of those of its contenders. Instead, the two originally were
intertwined and only gradually parted ways to become mutually incom
patible. Even more radical and provocative is Myers's assertion that in the
course of their diverging trajectories, the traces of their common origins were
never entirely lost. The official discourse, even in its dictatorial escalation,
did not abandon its republican rhetoric, thus revealing the nature of that
regime. Although opposite in its political orientations, the regime was artic
ulated according to the same kind of motifs and addressed the same ques
tions that its opponents tried to tackle. Both Rosas and his opponents ini
tially shared a common political language that ultimately made their mutual
opposition possible. Analysis of the constituting in Buenos Aires of a mod
ern public opinion provides the key to understanding the fundamental con
ditions determining the emergence of the Rosas regime, the underlying uni-
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verse of problems that shaped its discourse, and its inner logic. A good ex
an1ple can be found in Myers's assessment of the relationship between the
I~osas regime and the Argentine Catholic Church.

As Myers shows, Rosas's argun1entation in favor of religion was
notably secularist in content, and this apparent paradox illustrates the typ
ically Rosista modus operandi. As exemplified by the expulsion of the Jesuits
in 1843, the defense of religion was the Rosista way of subordinating the
clergy to the political power, a relnarkable achievement that its opponents,
the Liberal-Unitarian party, could not ignore. In short, the general picture
of Rosas's discourse resulting from Myers's analysis is far Inore complex
than its previous image as n1erely a regression into colonial despotism.

Yet Myers did not draw the final conclusions in1plicit in his own analy
sis. He defines the Rosista discourse as the expression of a transactional ide
ology combining modern and archaic elements. But according to his own
description, it looks instead like a peculiar ideological formation organized
around a logic specific to it. The Rosista discourse's idiosyncratic combina
tion of authoritarianism and republicanism made it neither an incoherent
attempt to restore the ancient regime nor a failed incomplete anticipation of
a liberal-republican discourse that only later would reveal itself fully. In a
sense, the Rosas regime could appear to be a realization of a modern ideal
of public opinion. At any rate, its ambiguities do not suggest the vestiges of
a colonial past that resisted dying but rather the contradictions inherent in
the modern liberal-republican discourse. As Keith Baker has pointed out,
public opinion "implies acceptance of an open, public politics. But, at the
same time, it suggests a politics without passions, a politics without factions,
a politics without conflicts, a politics without fear. One could even say that
it represents a politics without politics."3

In the end, Myers's conclusion does not do justice to the richness and
sophistication of his insights. They effectively undermine the pertinence of
the teleological model, implicit in the binary opposition of tradition and
modernity, which conceives of nineteenth-century Latin American politics
as ideally following a preestablished pattern from Ia repz,iblica posible to Ia
republica verdadera.4 Critique of this interpretive model is the central aim of
the third book under review here, La polftica en las calles: Entre el voto y La
moviLizaci6n, Buenos Aires, 1862-1880 by Hilda Sabato.

3. Keith Baker, "Public Opinion as Political Invention," in his Inventing the French Revolution:
Essays 011 thc frcnch Political Culture in the Eightecnth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni
versity Press, 1990), 196.

4. I am borrowing this expression from Natalio R. Botana and Ezequicl Gallo, De la n'/Jliblica
posibfc a fa rcpliblica verdadcra 088()-1910) (Buenos Aires: Ariel, 1997).
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The Public Sphere and La Repliblica Verdadera

La polftica en las calles explores how a wide range of asociaciones civiles
began to take shape in Buenos Aires after I~osas fell fron1 power in 1852. To
gether with an active system of political journalisn1, these associations formed
an informal network of power that Sabato (following Jiirgen Habern1as)
views as an incipient "civil society." This definition provides the basis for
Sabato's main hypothesis. Contradicting traditional views that consider par
ties and elections the fundamental factors that linked rulers and ruled, Sabato
counters that the system of civil associations existing in Buenos Aires dur
ing the so-called Era de Mitre (1862-1880) was even more effective in de
termining political practices. Moreover, these groups expressed a concept
of political representation that was-ideally if not actually-more inclusive,
democratic, and modern than political representation organized around
parties and other formal mechanisms.5

The first part of La polftica en las calles describes various forms of spon
taneous social organization that flourished in the 1860s and 1870s. The second
part analyzes political parties and elections minutely. In addition to looking
at who was voting, Sabato pays particular attention to the formation and
composition of clubes: how they formed, who were their leaders and constitu
encies, and how they served as a point of convergence for different social
sectors of Buenos Aires. The third part of the book discusses events that
illustrate how civil associations were instrumental in organizing social
protest and integrating it into institutional channels. The resulting picture
shows that while the political arena continued to be dominated by traditional
clientelistic systems and immersed in endless (and often violent) conflicts,
civil associations emerged as the basic mechanism that shaped substantive
social identities and connected the governing class to sectors of the popu
lation beyond those who were formally exercising their political rights (la
republica de ciudadanos). Thus the activities of these associations distinguish
this model of political organization prevailing from 1862 to 1880 from the
preceding authoritarian order imposed by Rosas as well as the conservative
regime that emerged in 1880, when the role of civil associations diminished.

The premise that paved the way for a perspective centering around
the informal means of political participation was what Sabato calls "the ex
plosion of the model of gradual expansion." According to this model, pro
gressively wider sectors of the population acquired political rights in a
process culminating in promulgation of the 1912 Saenz Pena Law, which
granted universal male suffrage. As Sabato demonstrates, this widening of
the political sphere was not as linear as often thought. In fact, universal male

5. For a discussion of the role of parties in nineteenth-century Latin America, see Elias Jose
Palti, La polftica del disel1so: La "polc11lica ell tor110 al11l0narqllis11l0" (M{tico, 1848-1850) ... y las
aporias delliheralis11lo (Mexico City: Fonda de Cultura Econ6mica, 1998).
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suffrage was either implicit or explicit in n10st of the constitutions and elec
torallaws promulgated in Argentina after independence. And the fact that
political participation was not extensive does not necessarily mean that the
actual exercise of political rights remained a privilege of the upper sectors
of society. More often than not, the lower classes forn1ed the rank and file
of both political parties and clubes electorales, while the middle and upper
classes (the "bourgeois public") favored less violent and more respectable
means of making their voices heard: popular manifestations, journalistic cam
paigns, and written demands. Moreover, an expanding part of this "bour
geois public" was composed of immigrants who, although they did not enjoy
political rights, constituted a significant political factor in "la gran aldea." All
these circumstances converged to delimit a space for public debate broader
than the formal political system, a space that linked many different social
actors and institutions and effectively conditioned the actions of those in
power.

In providing a new perspective on a little-studied period of Argen
tine political history, La polftica en las calles offers a key to understanding why
the Mitrista political system was not merely an incomplete and intermedi
ary stage in progress toward a genuine republic that crystallized in the
twentieth century. As Sabato convincingly argues, this system had its own
definite model of the republica verdadera, in which the ties linking rulers
and ruled extended throughout the whole social body, thus exceeding the
formal mechanisms of political participation and domination. In the process,
Sabato raises questions and issues transcending the period analyzed. As
she shows, knowledge about elections and parties does not explain how a
political system actually works. More crucial is to comprehend the mecha
nisms in the formation of the informal social webs interconnecting the di
verse instances of power (the congress, the parties, the state) and articulat
ing their relationships with the rest of society. This insight helps explain
specific aspects that determine an effective political course (such as why a
law passed in congress, or how a minister was designated). And in this
fashion, it broadens the scope of inquiry to encompass questions hitherto
neglected by historians regarding the patterns of relations established in a
given period among various social and political actors and "sectors of opin
ion" as well as their dynamics: how these patterns changed over time and
eventually "exploded" to make room for the formation of new constella
tions of power.

The dynamics of the Mitrista system and how it changed over time
and finally succumbed are not really examined in La polftica en las calles, ex
cept in a cursory remark stressing that the transition from a "bourgeois civil
society" (which Sabato identifies with the"Age of Mitre") to a "mass society"
(as she calls the Buenos Aires society emerging after 1880) also determined
the shift from a political system organized around the notion of public opin
ion to another defined merely as "a field for the competition among differ-
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ent interests, which often adopted the form of a violent conflict" (p. 290).
Sabato's neglect of the issue is partially explained by the fact that in her view,
the collapse of the Mitrista system resulted from the introduction of the Liga
de los Gobernadores, a factor external to that systen1. Yet Sabato's other re
marks in connection with the debates in the Congreso Constituyente de la
Provincia de Buenos Aires (1871-1873) and the Revoluci6n de 1874 seem to
suggest that at that juncture, the Mitrista system had already been under
mined from within. Its strict delimitation of the ambits of civil society and
party politics had begun to appear as obsolete and ultimately as conspiring
against the proper functioning of the whole political system. Analysis of
how the Mitrista system collapsed would have illuminated fundamental as
pects of its functioning and dynamics, revealing patterns of transformation
and different phases in its development that might have exposed contra
dictions and limitations more intrinsic to that system. At any rate, La polftica
en las calles makes it clear that the exclusive focus on the formal means of
political participation has led historians to miss a fundamental dimension,
one without which the apparent "easiness" with which "the many" even
tually accepted being governed by "the few" appears to be merely an awk
ward and irrational fact.

Public Opinion and Its Contradictions

The three books reviewed here must be added to the series of fun
damental works that, beginning with Guerra's Modernidad e independencias,
are transforming scholarly approaches to nineteenth-century Latin Ameri
can political and intellectual history and profoundly altering our views of
the period. As the essays compiled in Los espacios publicos en Iberoamerica
demonstrate, Guerra's focus on the emergence of a public sphere in Latin
America has opened a new domain for students and has effectively renovated
perspectives on the dynamics and structure of nineteenth-century politics
in the region. Myers's and Sabato's monographs have profited from that in
sight. At the same time, they serve to distinguish the categories describing
the phenomena associated with the opening of new modern ambits of socia
bility from the teleological historical perspective implicit in the antinomy
between tradition and modernity. As illustrated by Orden y virtud and La
polftica en las calles, binary opposition between these terms, while suitable
for describing the process of independence, is not the only framework' in
which the concept of public opinion can be articulated, nor are these always
the best ones for describing the subsequent formation of a public sphere in
Latin America.

Myers's analysis of the Rosas regime shows clearly that not all polit
ical formations that departed from the presumed liberal ideal type neces
sarily fall under the label of "traditional." Sabato's discussion of the politi
cal system during the"Age of Mitre" demonstrates that the ideal type of
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liberalisn1 is not definable a priori or logically consistent. Rather, it accepts
many different interpretations (many models of la republica verdadera), all
of which are in principle consistent with the liberal-republican concept de
spite the fact that not all of them hinge on the double equation in which true
republic equals universal suffrage equals political parties. In short, both
Myers and Sabato recognize the existence of different roads to n10dernity,
revealing contradictions as not necessarily springing froin the opposition
between two antagonistic universes (each corresponding to two different
epochs) but inherent in modernity itself. In this way, these works raise a
further epistemological issue about dichotomous perspectives. As Brian
Vickers has pointed out, "the speaker or writer who uses such [dichoto
mous] categories, intended to enhance one of the terms and diminish the
other, is claiming to have superior insight or to occupy a position of privi
lege." b By undermining the traditional dichotomies dominating the field,
these two works not only facilitate understanding of the ways in which
nineteenth-century politics worked in Latin America. They also allow
scholars to become aware of and examine critically assumptions and beliefs
about the modern (liberal) concept of the legal order that have been pre
sumed to be universally valid, "defamiliarize" them, and observe the ulti
mately contingent nature of their foundations and rationales.

6. Brian Vickers, "The Dangers of Dichotomy," Journal of the History of Ideas 51 (1990):148-59,
150.
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Post-Transition Latin America
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Understanding Contemporary
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literature. ··-MAURICIO DE MARIA y CAMPOS • he $49.95
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Of Wonders and Wise Men
Religion and Popular Cultures in
Southeast Mexico, 1800-1876
By Terry Rugeley
"This is a lnajor ne),v ~vork on nine
teenth-century Mexico that contrib
utes to our understanding ofpopular
religion, the nature ofpolitical con
selVatisn1, and the nature oflocal
politics." - Willian? H. Beezley,

Professor of Iliston', LJl1i\'C.~rsit\· of Aril.ol1<J
$26.95 paper • $55.00 cloth '

Time, History, and Belief in
Aztec and Colonial Mexico
By Ross Hassig
"Hassig's position is daring and po-
en za y con roversza an wz e

7nandatory reading for those who
deal with calendrical ~stems."

- Dr. BarbarJ]. Price, Columbia University
$18.95 paper • $40.00 cloth

Bandits, Peasants,
and Politics
The Case of "La Violencia"
in Colombia
By Gonzalo Sanchez and
Donny Meertens
Translated by Alan Hynds
Published originally as Bandoleros,
ganlonales ycampesinos and now
updated with a new epilogue, this
book nlakes a till1ely contribution to
the discourse on social banditry and
the Colonlbian violencia of 1945
1965.
Translations from Latin America Series,
Institute of Latin American Studies,
University of Texas at Austin
$19.95 paper • $40.00 cloth

New in paperback

Blacks in Colonial Veracruz
Race, Ethnicity, and Regional
Development
By Patrick J. Carroll
With a new introduction by the author
"Carroll's book is a solid, welcol11e
addition to the scholarly literature on
slavery and society during the colonial
period and the Wars ofIndependence
in Mexico and Latin A711erica in
general. "

-llisp<Jllic Amcricclll Historical Re\'ie\\'
$21.95 paper

La Gran Linea
Mapl!ing the United States-

By Paula Rebert
"No [other] book provides such a thor
ough and enjoyable history of the
United States-Mexico boundary,
which plays a significant role in
peoples' lives every day."

- Robert J. Czerniak, Professor and ChJir of
Ceography, ew Mexico State University

$22.95 paper • $45.00 cloth

Homesteads Ungovernable
Families, Sex, Race, and the Law
in Frontier Texas, 1823-1860
By Mark M. Carroll
Carroll reveals how evolving Texas
marital and falllily law ensured that
cross-racial sexual relationships and
their reproductive consequences
comported with slavery and a reginle
that dispossessed and subordinated
free blacks, Native Anlericans, and
Tejanos.
Jack and Doris Smothers Series in Texas History,
Life, and Culture
$19,95 paper • $40.00 cloth

y University of Texas Press
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Mexican Suite
A Hi~tory of Photography in
MexIco
By Olivier Debroise
Translated and Revised in Collaboration
with the Author by Stella de Sa Rego
Originally published as J?uga Mexicana,
this is the first cOIllprehensivc survey of
Mexican photography froIll the advent
of the daguerreotype to the present.
rrhe book is organized both chronologi
cally and thclTIatically, allowing vievver
readers to follow the evolution of major
photographic genres and styles.
143 duotone photos· $60.00 cloth

Kathy Vargas
Photographs, 1971-2000
Essay by lucy Lippard
Introduction by Malin Wilson-Powell
Foreword by William J. Chiego
Kathy Vargas' photography weaves to
gether her Huichol and Zapotec heri
tages, Catholic upbringing, and early
exposure to blues, gospel, and rock
and-roll music as inspiration, with an
eInphasis on uthe cycle of life/death/ac
ceptance/consolationlrebirth."
Distributed for the Marion Koogler McNay Art
Museum, San Antonio, Texas
Color and b&w ill us. • $29.95 paper

Lourdes Portillo
The Devil Never Sleeps
and Other Films
Edited by Rosa linda Fregoso
The first study of Lourdes Portillo and
her filnls, this collection is collaborative
and ITIultifaceted in approach, empha
sizing aspects of authorial creativity, au
dience reception, and production
pr?cesses typically hidden frOITI view.
ChIcana Matters Series, Deena J. Gonzalez and
Antonia Castaneda, Editors
$24.95 paper • $55.00 cloth

Women Filmmakers
in Mexico
The Country of Which We Dream
By Elissa J. Rashkin
Rashkin docunlents how and why
WOIllen filnlI11akers have beconlc key
figures in contemporary Mexican
cinenla, as she explores how the
WOIllen's nlovement, filnl studies pro
granls, governInental film policy, and
the transfonnation of the intellectual
sector since the 1960s have all affected
wonlen's filIllnlaking.
$22.95 paper • $45.00 cloth

Looking for Carrascolendas
From a Child's World to Award·
Winning Television
By Aida Barrera
This engagingly written Illemoir by
creator-producer Aida Barrera des
cribes the genesis and production of
Carrascolendas, the first Spanish and
English children's educational televi
sion program broadcast to national
audiences in the United States.
Louann Atkins Temple
Women & Culture Series
$19.95 paper • $40.00 cloth

For young adult readers

Explorers and Settlers
of Spanish Texas
By Donald E. Chipman
and Harriett Denise Joseph
Drawing fronl their earlier book
Notable Men and Women o{Spanish
Texas and adapting the language and
subject matter to the reading level and
interests of ITIiddle and high school stu
dents, the authors here present the Illen
and women of Spanish 'Texas for young
adult readers and their teachers.
$19.95 paper

800-252-3206 vvvvvv.utexas.edu/utpress
I
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New from Duke

Solitaire of Love
CRISTI NA PERI ROSSI

Translated by Robert S. Rudder
and Gloria Arjona
120 pages, paper $13.95

The Absent City
RICARDO PIGLIA

Translated and with an Introduction
by Sergio Gabriel Waisman
160 pages, paper $15.95

Reyita
The Life of a Black Cuban
Woman in the Twentieth Century
MARfA DE LOS REYES

CASTILLO BUENO

As told to her daughter Daisy Rubiera Castillo
With Q Foreword by Elizabeth Dare
Translated by Anne McLean
, 90 pages, paper $,6.95

Dona Marla's Story
Life History, Memory,
and Political Identity
DANIEL JAMES

336 pages, 9 b&w photos, paper $18.95
Latin America Otherwise

Containing the Poor
The Mexico City Poor House,
1774-1871

SILVIA MARINA ARROM

408 pages, 54 ill us., paper $19·95

Poor People's Politics
Peronist Survival Networks
and the Legacy of Evita
JAVIER AUYERO

272 pages, 3 figs., paper $18·95
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Children of Facundo
Caudillo and Gaucho Insurgency
during the Argentine
State-Formation Process
(La Rioja, 18S3-187o)
ARIEL DE LA FUENTE
264 pages, 2 b&w photos, 17 illus.,
paper $18.95

Sandinista
Carlos Fonseca and the Nicaraguan
Revolution
MATILDE ZIMMERMANN
288 pages, 18 photos, paper $18.95

Writing Violence on the
Northern Frontier
The Historiography of Sixteenth
Century New Mexico and Florida
and the Legacy of Conquest
JOSE RABASA
376 pages, 17 b&w photos, paper $19.95
Latin America Otherwise

Lost Shores, Forgotten Peoples
Spanish Explorations of
the South East Maya Lowlands
LAWRENCE H. FELDMAN, EDITOR

AND TRANSLATOR

288 pages, 15 figures, paper $18.95
Latin America in Translation/En Traduccion/
Em Tradu~ao

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS
Visit us at www.dukeupress.edu or call toll-free 1-888-651-0122
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$17.95 paperback

Now in paperback

From Aztec to High Tech
Architecture and Landscape across
the Mexico-United States Border
Lawrence A. Herzog
See photos at www.jhupbooks.com

"Herzog reflects on the two-thousand
mile border between Mexico and the U.S.
that stretches between San Diego,
California, and Brownsville, Texas ...
Herzog perceives this area in terms of a
crisis of 'space and place,' conveying loss
of identity and loss of community. He has
personally interviewed architects,
investigated buildings, and covered much
of the ground of the book, reaching all
the way back to Aztec Mexico."-Choice
Creating the North American Landscape
Gregory Conniff. Bonnie Loyd. Edward K. Muller.
and David Schuyler. Consulting Editors
George F Thompson, Series Founder and Director

The Legacies of Liberalism
Path Dependence and Political Regimes in Central America
James Mahoney
"Mahoney presents a bold and multilayered argument that links developments across
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, supported through a systematic comparative
analysis of all five Central American countries. The Legacies of Liberalism is the
most important book on Central America written in the last ten years, an ambitious
and important work that will have a significant impact on debates in a number of
fields."-Gerardo Munck, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. author of
Authoritarianism and Democratization: Soldiers and Workers in Argentina,
1976-1983

$42.50 hardcover

The Currency Game
Exchange Rate Politics in
Latin America
edited by Jeffry Frieden
and Ernesto Stein
Why do governments choose the
currency policies they do, and how do
economic and political factors affect
these policies? While purely economic
factors-especially economic structure,
trade patterns, and exogenous economic
conditions-are of course important to
these choices, the book focuses on the
political and political economy consider
ations that have typically been
underrepresented in the literature. These
include the effects of interest groups,
electoral competition, and the timing of
elections on exchange rate decisions.
Inter-American Development Bank

$26.95 paperback

THE JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY PRESS
1-800-537-5487
www.jhupbooks.com
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Announcing a New Series Envisioning (uba
Louis A. Perez Jr., Series Editor

Outstanding, innovative works in Cuban studies, drawn from diverse subjects and

disciplines in the humanities and social sciences, from the colonial period through

the post-Cold War era.

ANation for All
Race, Inequality, and Politics in Twentieth
Century Cuba

ALEJANDRO DE LA FUENTE

"A thoughtful and systematic examination.... Takes
the comparative study of citizenship in the 20th
century to a new level of subtlety and sophistication."
- Rebecca J. Scott, University of Michigan

464 pp. $55.00 cl / $19.95 pa

State and Revolution in (uba
Mass Mobilization and Political Change,

1920- 1940
ROBERT WHITNEY

"A landmark study of Cuban state formation ....
Mandatory reading for all seeking to understand
pre-revolutionary Cuba." -John M. Kirk, Dalhousie
University

Approx. 248 pp. $49.95 cl / $18.95 pa

TAKI NG HAITI
Military Occupation and the
Culture of U.S. Imperialism,

1915-1940
MARY A. RENDA

"Integrates cultural analysis
... into international history,
producing a sophisticated
and highly readable book suit
able both for classrooms and
for specialists." - Emily S.
Rosenberg, Macalester College
Approx. 432 pp., 31 illu5.
$49.95 cI / $19.95 pa
Available June 2001
Gender and American Culture

WINDS OF CHANGE
Hurricanes and the Transformation of Nineteenth
Century Cuba
LOUIS A. PEREZ JR.

"A valuable key to the enigma of Cuba's 19th-century
history." - Luis Martinez-Fernandez, Rutgers University
216 pp. $49.95 cI / $17.95 pa

REFORMING CHILE
Cultural Politics, Nationalism, and the Rise of the
Middle Class
PATRICK BARR-MELEJ

"An extremely interesting new angle on a somewhat
neglected period of Chilean history." - Simon Collier,
Vanderbilt University
Approx. 320 pp. $49.95 cI / $19.95 pa

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA PRESS
publishing excellence since 1922 I at bookstores or [800] 848-6224 I www.uncpress.unc.edu
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United Nations Publications
Statistical Yearbook for Latin America and the Caribbean
This Annual presents up-to-date statistics on 33 countries of the Latin
America and the Caribbean region. A wealth of data can be found for each
country on topics such as: population, manpower, national accounts,
agriculture, forestry, and fishing, industry, energy production and
consumption, transportation and communication, internal and external trade,
wages, banking, finance and social statistics. This data, which has been
compiled at both the national and the regional levels, is in a format that allows
comparative analysis and quick and easy access to information.
B.OO.II.OJ 9~19210395 1999 864pp. $95.00

Trade Reforms and Trade P~tterhs'in Latin America
This publication considers the composition of exports as a crucial determinant
of the relationship between exports ~d 'growth. It examines the trade
performance of 16 Latin American ~buIitiies 'over tlie'past 20 years, grouping
trade data according to the technological conteny ofthe .production functions
of individual goods. Th~bp~~~ hi$n!tgpts~~~ha~~~~~i~t.,tfa~~·;~a~~IV~~ th~t,
followed trade refonn~ U1 the l11;tfst;;a~v~nced..,econ~mIes<tlnllietregi()~j~

1999 218pp. $30.00

Interregional Cooperation in Tradei'and~lnvestment:
Asia-Latin America ; "
This publication provides insight intothe_curr~pt status of trade relations
between Asia and Latin America. As a pan of~tne Studies in Trade and
Investment Series, this publication presert s"ilie,outcome of the Seminar on
Interregional Cooperation in Trade and Investment. Some of the questions that
have been explored at the seminar includedl.obstacles to increasing trade
between the two regions; existing pattern of trade; reasons behind the low
levels of foreign direct investment (FDI); and possible forms of cooperation in
the future.
E.OO.II.F.56 9211200067 262pp. $25.00

United Nations Publications
Sales and Marketing Section, Room DC2-0853, Dept.A215, New York, N.Y 10017.

E-Mail: publications@un.org Internet: http://www.un.orgipublications
Visa, Me and AMEX accepted. Domestic orders: Add 50/0 of gross
($ 5.00 minimum) for shipping and handling. Overseas Orders: Add US$ 5.00
per title in addition to US$ 5.00 basic handling charge.
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Conquistadors
Michael Wood
"This is historical narrative of a very high
quality. The prose is lucid, the descriptive
episodes powerfully drawn.... [Wood]
describes fairly and sensitively the vast gulf
that separated these Bronze Age [Aztec and
Inca] cultures from the Western behemoth
that overwhelmed and destroyed them."

-Gene Bruckner, Professor Emeritus of History,
University of California, Berkeley

$27.50 cloth

A companion to the documentary Conquistadors,
airing on PBS nationally in Spring 2001.
A selection of the History Book Club

Marketing Delllocracy
Power and Social Movements in Post-Dictatorship Chile
Julia Paley
"An insightful and fascinating exploration of the shifting meanings of
democracy for the Chilean state and for shantytown activists across the
Pinochet dictatorship and through the contradictory democratic politics
of the 1990s. The marketing of democracy is a highly relevant issue for
societies and states throughout the world."

-Kay Warren, author of Indigenous Movements and Their Critics
$50.00 cloth, $19.95 paper

City of Walls
Crime, Segregation, and Citizenship
in Sao Paulo
Teresa P. R. Caldeira
"An outstanding contribution to understand
ing authoritarian continuity under political
reform. Caldeira has written a brilliant and
bleak analysis on the many challenges and
obstacles which government and civil society
face in new democracies."

- Paulo Sergio Pinheiro, Director of the
Center for the Study of Violence,

University of Sao Paulo
$60.00 cloth, $24.95 paper
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PEACE WITHOUT JUSTICE
OBSTACLESTO BUILDINGTHE RULE
OF LAW IN EL SALVADOR

Margaret L. Popkin

"This is afascinating book It is an excellent study of
judicial reform and the transition to democracy in EI
Salvador. Popkin shows In convincing fashion the
enormous difficulties involved in attempting to reform
EI Salvador's judiciary. In the process, she often makes
helpful comparisons to Argentina, Chile. and Haiti. The
book makes avery significant contribution to the
extensive literature on the protection of human rights in
Latin America, as well as on judicial reform and judicial
independence. "

-Keith Rosenn, University of Miami Law School

304 pages $18.95 paper

THE POLITICAL RIGHT IN
POSTAUTHORITARIAN
BRAZIL
ELITES, INSTITUTIONS, AND
DEMOCRATIZATION

Timothy J. Power

"I expect Power's book will become an obligatory
reference for future work in Brazil and elsewhere on
political elites and representative institutions. It should
rapidly become astandard item on the bookshelf of all
Brazilianists who study contemporary Brazilian politics
and history." -William Smith, University of Miami

300 pages $19.95 paper

DEVELOPING POVERTY
THE STATE, LABOR MARKET
DEREGULATION, ANDTHE
INFORMAL ECONOMY IN COSTA
RICA ANDTHE DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC

Jose Itzigsohn

"From the standpoints of theory, methodology, and data
alike, this book is amajor contribution to the
multidisciplinary fields of international development
and comparative urbanization, social stratification, and
social policy. It will prove important to academic and
policy specialists in these fields as well as quite useful
in upper-level undergraduate courses and graduate
seminars.

-Richard Tardanico, Florida International University

212 pages $18.95 paper

RADICAL WOMEN IN LATIN
AMERICA
LEFT AND RIGHT

Edited by Victoria Gonzalez and
Karen Kampwirth

"Kampwirth and Gonzalez have assembled afine
collection of articles about women and politics in Latin
America, one that challenges existing approaches that
have focused largely on studies of leftist or anti
authoritarian movements. The studies combine careful
empirical research with avariety of disciplinary
approaches to historicize the relationship between
gender and political action in modern Latin America. An
essential contribution to the increasingly sophisticated
field of Latin American gender studies."

- Elizabeth Hutchison, University of New Mexico

312 pages $18.95 paper

UNANISHED TRANSITIONS
· WOMEN ANDTHE GENDERED

DEVELOPMENT OF DEMOCRACY IN
· VENEZUELA, 1936-1996

Elisabeth J. Friedman

"Elisabeth Friedman offers aclear-eyed look at how
· women's political participation has evolved in
• Venezuela, where women have been successful at

putting together effective coalitions on specific issues
but continue to be politically marginalized. Because she
is writing about Venezuela, which remained democratic

• while much of the region fell under military rule in the
1960s and 1970s, Friedman has an opportunity to think
in longer historical terms about women's roles in
democratization. She presents the case in ahighly
readable narrative style with thoughtful analysis of its
implications for women's political strategies in the
region and, implicitly, in all democratizing states."

-Jane Jaquette, Occidental College

344 pages 7 illustrations $22.50 paper

~Bnn ~tatB ~rB~~
www.psupress.org • 1-800-326-9180

AVAILABLE IN BOOKSTORES, OR FAXTOLL FREE: 1-877-PSU-BOOK
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New from the author of
The Heart That Bleeds and Santba

Personal and in-depth reportage that looks at
Latin America today and at the historical forces

and personalities that helped to shape it.

UGuillermoprieto digs far beneath the glib
stereotypes wielded by outsiders.... Her reporting [is]
scrupulous and often courageous." -The New York Times Book Review

"Guillermo~rieto has brought back reports that are
unforgettable, brave in their clearsightedness, but unstinting,
too, in their passion and sympathy." -David Remnick

U

fii PANTHEON
www.pantheonbooks.com

-Carlos Fuentes

Wherever Books Are Sold
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Edited by Elizabeth Netto Calil Zarur and Charles Muir Lovell
This lovely book highlights the vast retablo collection at New Mexico State
University and includes interdisciplinary essays, restoration philosophy and
conservation methods, a glossary, chronology, and maps.

Cloth: $50.00 Paper: $29.95

Tradiciones Nuevomexicanas
Hispano Arts and Culture of New Mexico
Mary Montano
This beautifully illustrated overview of the folk arts of New Mexico from
the sixteenth century to the present covers both religious and secular arts
including festivals, music, dance, and the visual arts.

Cloth: $50.00 Paper: $29.95

University of New Mexico Press
at book-,-tore.,- OJ' call 1-800-249-7737 tl 'll ' ll '.ttnIJ7prc."-'-.COIJ7
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Colonial Latin American
Historical Review (CLAHR)

Featuring the COLONIAL ERA
IN LUSO-HISPANO AMERICA

MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSIONS INVITED
Original documented essays, max. 25-30 pp. + footnotes

3 copies + disk, Microsoft Word preferred
or IBM compatible, English or Spanish

Subscription Form:

Name:
Address:
Telephone

o Individual $35 0 Institution $40 0 Student $30 0 Single Issue $9
(Add $5.00 for areas outside of the United States, Mexico, and Canada)

o Check or money order payable to: Colonial Latin American Historical Review
o VISA 0 MasterCard Acet.# Exp. Date _

Cardholders Signature _

Please send this form with the appropriate payment to:

Dr. Joseph P. Sanchez, Editor
COLONIAL LATIN AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVIEW

Spanish Colonial Research Center, NPS
Zimmerman Library, University ofNew Mexico

Albuquerque, NM 87131 USA
Telephone (505)277-1370 / Fax (505)277-4603

E-mail clahr@unm.edu / Home Page http://www.unm.eduf.-clahr
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THE CARIBBEAN

Bay of Pigs
An Oral History
of Brigade 2506
Victor Andres Triay
Told for the first time in the
words of its idealistic
participants, an account of
the the 1961 invasion that
restores the human dimen
sion to a pivotal moment in
the history of the Cold War.
Cloth, $24.95

Culture and the
Cuban Revolution
Conversations
in Havana
John M. Kirk and
Leonardo Padura Fuentes
/lWell done and timely....
bringing knowledge about
Cuban culture to a wide
audience./I-David Foster,
Arizona State University
Cloth. $55.00

Cuba's Sugar
Industry
Jose Alvarez and Lazaro
Pena Castellanos
Cloth. $55.00

The Politics of
Language in Puerto
Rico
Amilcar Antonio Barreto
/lA [book] which anyone
wanting to understand the
language debate in Puerto
Rico will find essential. lI
Arlene Davila, Syracuse
University
Cloth. $55.00

Democracy
After Slavery
Black Publics and
Peasant Radicalism in
Haiti and Jamaica
Mimi Sheller
/lShows that the struggles
of former slaves and their
descendants to achieve a
real freedom are central to
the continuing process of
emancipation./I-O. Nigel
Bolland, Colgate University
Cloth. $55.00

SOUTH AMERICA

Brazilian Popular
Music and
Globalization
Edited by Charles A.
Perrone and Christopher
Dunn
Cloth. $55.00

Modernization in
Colombia
The Laureano Gomez
Years, 1889-1965
James D. Henderson
/I A major synthesis of
political, economic, urban,
and social history.lI
Maurice P. Brungardt,
Loyola University of New
Orleans
Cloth, $55.00

Brazilian Party
Politics and the
Coup of 1964
Ollie Andrew Johnson III
/lSheds new light on the
1946-1965 party system in
Brazil and the nature of its
realignment and decline
leading to the 1964
coup."-David Fleischer,
Universidade de Brasilia
Cloth, $55.00

The Sexual Woman
in Latin American
Literature
Dangerous Desires
Diane E. Marting
Cloth, $55.00

Women in Argentina
Early Travel Narratives
M6nica Szurmuk
Cloth, $55.00

Order through full
service booksellers, our
website at www.upf.com
or toll free: 1-800-226
3822 with VISA or Mle.

University Press of

C%£;'
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Shades of Citizenship
Race and the Census in
Modern Politics

MELISSA NOBLES
This book explores the poli
tics of race, censuses, and
citizenship, drawing on the
complex history of ques
tions a bout race in the U.S.
and Brazilian censuses. It
reconstructs the history of
racial categorization in
American and Brazilian
censuses from each coun
try's first census in the 18th
and 19th centuries up
through the 2000 census.

$16.95 paper $49.50 cloth

Transatlantic Ties
in the Spanish Empire
Brihuega, Spain,
and Puebla, Mexico,
1560-1620

IDA ALTMAN

$45.00 cloth

Indians, Merchants,
and Markets
A Reinterpretation
of the Repartimiento
and Spanish-Indian
Economic Relations
in Colonial Oaxaca,
1750-1821

JEREMY BASKES
Challenging the convention
al portrayal of Indian
Spanish economic relations
in Mexico, this book argues
that Indian market behavior
was economically rational
and voluntary. It further
argues that the repartimien
to de mercancias, usually
described as a system of
forced labor and consump
tion, was designed to over
come imperfections in
Mexico's colonial economy
and to facilitate the exten
sion of credit.

$60.00 cloth

The Virgin, the King,
and the Royal Slaves
of EI Cobre
Negotiating Freedom
in Colonial Cuba,
1670-1780

MARiA ELENA DiAZ
"This is an outstanding,

highly original piece of
work that should appeal to
a very wide audience, given
the great variety of themes
the author discusses: slav
ery, freedom, legality, sta
tus, gender roles, authority,
marginality, religion, social
structure, colonial society,
Cuban history, Caribbean
history, and early Spanish
colonial history."

-Franklin W. Knight,
Johns Hopkins University

$49.50 cloth

Order Against Progress
Government, Foreign
Investment, and
Railroads in Brazil,
1854-1913

WILLIAM R.
SUMMERHILL III

$55.00 cloth

From Tribal Village
to Global Village
Indian Rights and
International Relations
in Latin America

ALISON BRYSK

$24.95 paper $61.00 cloth

Democratic
Institutional Design
The Powers and
Incentives of
Venezuelan Politicians
and Interest Groups

BRIAN F. CRISP

$55.00 cloth

Visit our Web site for more information on books
published by Stanford University Press.

80!~ t~e sS
liThe Stanford University Press site is superbly designed."

- The Journal of Electronic Publishing
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